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My Contemporaries are All at the Airport 

Prabda Yoon 

Are you going to throw that coffee away? I stayed up all 

night just so I wouldn't miss this flight - I could really 

use some caffeine. Thanks. Whoa! Now I know why you 

didn't finish this. It tastes like damp laundry, especially 

socks. My socks. Mind you, I am not a coffee expert. And 

certainly not a coffee freak. I don't even mind instant. I 

wouldn't be able to differentiate a Starbucks from an Au 

Bon Pain even if my mother's life depended on it. Some 

of my snobbish Italian pals claim they would rather drink 

goat spit than to touch American instant coffee with the 

tip of their tongues. Lucky for the coffee, I tell you! Those 

Italian tongues! Well, who knows, maybe goat spit is 

delicious . Are you going to throw that goat spit away? Ha 

ha. Pardon my lame sense of humor. Maybe I'm a tad 

wired. Anyway. Have you ever seen a goat? I'm sure I have 

but now I can't recall where or when. Probably at the zoo . 

Then I can't remember which zoo. Oh well . Encounters 

with goats are not that memorable, I guess. Anyway. This 

thing is starting to taste all right once I get used to it. 

Important thing is it's waking me up big time. Thanks 

again. Are we going on the same flight? Where are you 

going? Oh. Nope. Different destinations. That 's too bad. 

Why are you going there anyway? For business? Pleasure? 

Oh, you're from there! Sorry. It's just that you don't look 

particular like you would be from there. Wait a minute. 

Haven 't we met? Are you sure? I think I have met someone 

from there at this airport before . I have made quite a 

number of friends here over the years . Anyway. So you're 

going home. It's nice to go home, isn't it? Well, but I have 

to tell you - and you may find it a little odd - I find 

leaving home quite nice too, almost as nice as returning 

to it actually. Don 't get me wrong, though. I don't have 

any problems at home. I just like to travel. To hover ... ! 

like to think of it that way. To not land at all , you know. I 

mean, I know I always have to land somewhere sometime . 

The plane I am taking this morning will take off and then 

it will have to land. I know that . But I am talking about the 

feeling of suspension . I love that feeling of not belonging 

anywhere but at the same time I feel I belong everywhere 

at once. That's why I do this, travel like this. Do you have 

many friends? Good for you. But you know what I think 

is kind of overrated? Tight friendships. Or best friends. 

Buddy-hood . You know, the kind of relationship in which 

you socialize all the time, have dinner together every 

night, get wasted together in bars, that kind of thing. I 

have a lot of friends too but because of what I do , I rarely 

see them. I have friends all over the place in fact, and 

most of them I consider very close, very blood-brotherly, 

or blood-sisterly, or whatever. You are not one of those 

whiny feminists, are you? Good. I mean it 's okay if you 

are a feminist . I have complete sympathy and total respect 

for that. Just don't be whiny . It's the whining I can't stand. 

Don 't be a whiny anything, all right? Okay. Where were 

we? Oh , right. Friendship. I have great friends in Spain, I 

have a wonderful pal in Taiwan. A monk in Sri Lanka, a 

Catholic priest in Germany . Can you believe it? Such 

saintly friends! And listen to this ... don't ask me how or 

why, but I also have a good friend who is a convicted 

murderer in a prison in Mexico. It's a she . In case you 

automatically thought murdering was strictly a man's 

profession . She's probably going to get the death penalty . 

She could be dead already - I haven't heard from her for 

months. I don't know. I hope not . You know, often people 

don't mean to be bad or break the law, let alone take the 

life of another human being. They just make mistakes. 

They are just weak, and they are defeated by their own 

weaknesses. I think that's very normal. That's life . But 

then there are people like George Double-Fuck You Bush 

and Osama-therfuckin' Bin Laden , who, in my mind, are 

equally nuts . They are definitely not my friends . I wouldn't 

touch them with my Italian friends' tongues. In fact, even 

if they were the only persons left on the face of this 

earth, I'd rather socialize with goats . But of course they 

would bomb the goats too. Those bastards! Leave the 

goats alone! Sorry. I get all worked up when reminded of 

those deranged idiots who can't just be satisfied with the 

simple pleasure of a good dip in a pond or a bite of fresh 

fruit. They have to go and kill people! What's wrong with 

them? Have they not heard of or tasted chocolate ice 

cream? If they had, wouldn't they want to live in a world 

where they could enjoy that bitter/sweet, creamy chocolate 

ice cream in peace? Idiots! Sorry. Anyway, what I was 

trying to say is that sometimes I go years without seeing 

or communicating with my good friends . Still I know 

they are always there and I hope they feel the same 

about me. I am always here. For them. You know what 

I'm saying? Their presence is always within me, as mine 

within them. I think that 's just so pure. For example, if 



we sat here together for three more hours and had a 

great , soul -connecting sort of conversation , I would 

without a doubt consider you a good friend and would 

keep you in my mind thereafter, even though it might be 

our only encounter. Even if we were meant to meet only 

once in this lifetime. I met many of my friends like this, 

in fact. I know some people might look at this kind of 

relationship as flaky or pointless. Not worth remembering . 

More of a non -event . I understand that point of view . 

Most people make friends for their own benefits, even if 

they don 't do it intentionally. But they are needy. Most 

people are needy. It's one of the main problems on this 

earth. Needy people . They can't just enjoy a chat, exchange 

smiles, share some laughs, and then part , keeping only 

the good memories with them forever. No. They want to 

call. They want companionship . They can't shop alone . 

Can't watch a movie alone . They want consolation when 

heartbroken. They want someone to hear them curse after 

being fired from a job. Anyway, what I am trying to say is 

we could be great friends . Don't you think? And in a 

nice, pure sense . Like that piece of hanging sculpture up 

there. You see it? Yes, the thing that tries to resemble a 

bird but looks more like a skinny chicken. Oh, a phoenix? 

You think so? Well, maybe it's not meant to look like 

anything , just a piece of decorative art. Or abstract 

sculpture. Whatever . What I mean is that it is just there 

for no profound or lasting reason . Maybe it has some 

meaning for the guy who designed it but to us it's just 

something to look at, or not look at, while we drink our 

coffee and wait to leave, or to return home. Yet that for 

me is good enough. I worship this steel sculpture for its 

simple, well-intended, one-sided offering of pleasure for 

anyone interested . And the important thing is it demands 

nothing from us. I admire it for that quality alone. Some 

people will find it ugly of course . And some will not notice 

its existence at all . But for those , like me - I don't know 

about you - it provides a kind of mind-ease. It may sound 

strange to you that I compare an airport sculpture to 

human relationship , but I believe that everything can 

teach us about ourselves. You know what? Now that I 

think about it, it 's possible that most of my friends, my 

contemporaries - I like to think of us as a movement -

are at airports somewhere all around the world right 

now . Isn't that great? Think about it. We are not in the 

same place, we are moving, we don't meet, yet we are so 

close in the sense that we are in the same situation , 

same timeframe, same kind of setting, doing very similar 

activities . In other words , we are close in spirit . I value 

that much more than being close physically. Have you 

ever been in bed with someone and felt completely alone? 

Then you know what I mean . Perhaps my Spanish friend 

is drinking coffee at a terminal in an airport right now . I 

hope his coffee doesn't taste like socks . Look at this. 

My, I mean, your coffee, your ex-coffee , is almost finished . 

I'm starting to miss it already. Maybe I still need more 

caffeine . Hey, you have to go! That's too bad . I hope I 

haven't been too much of a bother to you . I really enjoyed 

our. .. well, I guess you can 't really call it a conversation 

since I was the only one jabbering away. I enjoyed your 

presence then. That's right. Your presence . And thank 

you for the coffee. Thanks a lot. I won't mind if you forget 

me. I won't mind at all. But maybe ... maybe you will 

remember me the next time you sit alone with a cup 

coffee at an airport. If you do, you can think of me as a 

friend , if only for that brief moment while you wait to 

leave or return home . I'd like that. Think of me as the 

guy who drank your bad coffee , the guy who liked goats , 

the guy who admired a lifeless hanging sculpture. It would 

make me very happy. I know I will remember you. Hey! 

Guess what . I remember you already. 

Prabda Yoon {Writer / Editor . Thailand) 
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